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Abstract
In case-based reasoning systems, the case adaptation
process is traditionally controlled by static libraries
of hand-coded adaptation rules. This paper proposes
a method for learning adaptation knowledge in the
form of 6dapLaLioastrategies of the type developed and
hand-coded by Kass [90] . Adaptation strategies differ from standard adaptation rules in that they encode
general memorysearch procedures for finding the information needed during case adaptation; this paper focuses on the issues involved in learning memorysearch
procedures to form the basis of new adaptation strategies. It proposes a method that starts with a small library of abstract adaptation rules and uses introspective reasoning about the system’s memoryorganization to generate the memorysearch plans needed to
apply those rules. The search plans are then packaged
with the original abstract rules to form new adaptation
strategies for future use. This process allows a CBR
system not only to learn about its domain, by storing
the results of case adaptation, but also to learn howto
apply the cases in its memorymore effectively.

Introduction
The flexibility of case-based reasoning systems depends
on their retrieval and adaptation processes. To direct
case adaptation, CBRsystems have traditionally relied
on built in adaptation knowledge. However, developing models of how adaptation strategies are learned
is important for both theoretical and practical reasons. From a theoretical viewpoint, understanding how
adaptation knowledgeis learned is an important issue
for case-based reasoning as a cognitive model. From a
practical viewpoint, developing mechanisms for CBR
systems to learn adaptation knowledge is important
because hand-coding adaptation knowledge is a difficult practical problem that can impede development
of CBRsystems. The practical difficulty is evidenced
both by recent proposals that developers of CBRapplications should focus on building decision-aiding sys=
terns that function primarily as memories, with a human user performing case adaptation (e.g., [Kolodner, 1991]), and by the manycurrent systems that do
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not perform case adaptation (e.g., [Blevis eL al., 1991;
Domeshekand Kolodner, 1991; Hennessey and Hinkle,
1991: Simoudis and Miller, 1991; Slator and Riesbeck,
19911). Although focusing on the retrieval aspects of
CBRis probably now the best way to build CBRapplications, it has the practical drawbackof requiring user
expertise to apply retrieved cases--the user must be
a partner in the reasoning process. In some contexts,
this mayitself require considerable user experience and
domain knowledge, limiting the usefulness of the CBR
system to naive users.
This paper addresses the question of how to learn
case adaptation knowledge within the framework of
case-based explanation construction (e.g., [Schank,
1986; Kass et al.~ 1986; Kass and Leake, 1988; Schank
and Leake, 1989J). It proposes an idea for automatically generating adsptatio~ strategies [Kass, 1990].
Adaptation strategies
combine abstract adaptation
rules with memorysearch procedures that guide the
search for domain-specific information needed to apply
the abstract rules. The aim of the adaptation strategy approach is to provide generality (rather than being tied to a particular domain, the strategies can be
used in any domain to which the general search strategies apply) while retaining operationality (adaptation
strategies allow efficient access to the domain-specific
information needed in a particular context).
In the proposed learning method, the CBRsystem’s
adaptation component begins with general information
about the system’s memoryorganization and with a
small library of abstract adaptation rules. In response
to specific adaptation problems, memorysearch plans
are generated for finding the information needed to
apply the abstract rules. The memory search plans
are then packaged with the original abstract adaptation rules to form new adaptation strategies for future
use. Thus in this model, adaptation strategy learning
is done by storing the results of introspective reasoning about the information needed to adapt a case and
about ways to search memoryfor information to satisfy
those needs.
We note that the knowledge contained in the new
adaptation strategies is not necessarily new informs-

tion, in the sense that the memory search plans in
the adaptation strategies combine memorysearch rules
that were already available to the system. The role of
the new adaptation strategies is primarily to make usefu] memorysearch paths explicitly available, but in addition they may package the results of learning about
the applicability of particular combinations of memory search strategies to different types of adaptation
problems.
We begin by discussing the motivation for using
adaptation strategies rather than other types of adaptation rules. Wenext sketch the proposed method for
learning adaptation strategies. Wethen illustrate the
proposed method with a concrete example of how it
could permit a CBRsystem to learn a sample adaptstion strategy hand-coded into existing case-based explanation systems. Weclose by highlighting the fundamental research problems that must be addressed,
some directions for addressing them, and some additional issues for failure-driven refinement of existing
adaptation strategies.

and domains.
Kass argues for addressing the operationality/generaiity tradeoff by replacing traditional adaptation rules
with adaptation strategies [Kaes, 1990]. Adaptation
strategies operationalize abstract rules by packaging
them with memorysearch information. (In what follows, we use the phrase adaptation rules to refer to traditional adaptation rules, and adaptation strategies to
refer specifically to the combination of transformations
and memorysearch information developed by Kass.)
Hand-codedadaptation strategies were used to control case adaptation in the case-based explanation systems SWALE
(e.g., [Kass eta./., 1986; Kass and Leake,
1988; Schank and Leaks, 1989J) and ABE[Kass, 1990].
To clarify the nature of adaptation strategies, and to
introduce the adaptation example we use to illustrate
our proposal for adaptation strategy learning, we describe a case adaptation example from those systems.
The example arose when the systems attempted to explain the death of Swale, a 3-year-old superstar racehorse whodied unexpectedly at the peak of his career.
One candidate explanation SWALEretrieves
for
Swede’sdeath is the death of the runner Jim Fixx, who,
like Swale, died when in peak physical condition. The
explanation associated with Fixx’s death is the following: Fixx was doing recreational jogging, which caused
a high exertion level and overtaxed a hereditary heart
defect, leading to a fatal heart attack. That explanation does not apply directly to Swale: Swale was not
a recreational jogger. Consequently, the explanation
must be adapted to fit the circumstances of Swale’s
death.
Because the problem is that the action "jogging"
does not apply to Swale, SWALE’sadaptation component attempts to find a more plausible cause of exertion
by Swale that can be substituted for the hypothesized
jogging. In a system using abstract adaptation rules,
the adaptation rule to apply would be a rule along the
lines of substitute e~idenee [Koton, 1988]. That rule
can be used in any domain but gives no guidance as to
howto find the evidence to substitute. Alternatively,
in a system using very specific rules tailored to the
domain of horse-racing, the rule for finding the substitution might be if e~idence for a racehorse’s ezertion is unconvincing, substitute racin9 for the pre~io~ts
evidenee--a rule that is easy to apply but that has no
applicability to other types of actions and actors.
Instead of either the type of traditional adaptation
rule, SWALEand ABE use an adaptation
strategy
calledReplace-action: Use agent theme links, which
suggests trying to find substitute actions by examining
actions habitually associated with the actor. Wecan
view this adaptation strategy as operatlonali,.ing the
abstract rule substitute e~idence by combining it with
memory search information.
In SWALEand ABE,
the memorysearch information is contained in a hand
coded procedure that searches memoryfor a replacement action
thatwouldbe plausible
fortheagentof the

Adaptation
Rules
versus
Adaptation
Strategies
The operationality/generality tradeoff is a classic problem for defining useful rules: General rules are often hard to apply; specific rules may be easier to
apply but lack generality. Case adaptation rules exhibit this tradeoff: Abstract case adaptation rules have
good generality, with a small set characterizing a wide
range of possible adaptations (e.g., [Carbonell, 1983;
Koton, 1988; Hammond,1989; Hinrichs, 1991], but
they may be hard to apply without additional specific
domain knowledge [Kass, 1990].
The problem with general case adaptation rules is
shown by the adaptation rule add a step to remo~e
harmful side-effect which has been used in case-based
planning [Hammond, 1989]. Although the rule is
widely applicable, at that level of abstraction it gives
no guidance about how to find the right step to add in
order to mitigate a given side.effect. For example, if
the case.based planning system is attempting to build
a plan for X-ray treatment, and the X-ray dose needed
to destroy a tumor will result in an excessive radiation
dose to healthy tissue, finding the right step to add
may require considerable domain knowledge.
Morespecific versions of the rule can reduce the cost
of applying the rule, but at the expense of its original
generality. For example, a more specific version of add
a step to remo~e harmful side.effect can be tailored
to adaptation problems for X-ray treatment plans, resulting in rules such as add the step "rotate radiation
sources" to remove harmful side-effect "ezcess radiation." [Berger and Hammond,1991]. Such rules can
be applied effectively, but hand building such rules in
advance requires intimate knowledge of a domain. In
addition, an enormous number of rules may be needed,
especially in systems that reason about multiple tasks
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implausible action to perform. The search is conducted
by following links in memorybetween the agent and
the agent’s role Otemea[Schank and Abelson, 1977], to
xfind actions stereotypically associated with the agent,
The adaptation strategy Replace-action: Use agent
theme lini~ retains generality, because it can be applied whenever an explanation depends on an implausible action. In addition, in any particular situation that
adaptation strategy provides fairly specific guidance
for memorysearch: it provides a strategy for finding
information appropriate to the specific actor involved.
For example, when the rule is used to find a replacement action for Swale’s jogging, it suggests searching
for role themes associated with racehorses and then
considering those themes’ standard actions as possible
replacements for the jogging. In SWALE’smemory,
one of the theme actions of racehorses is running in
races, so the strategy’s memorysearch finds horse racing as a candidate replacement action. Replacing jogging with horse racing as the cause of exertion leads to
a plausible explanation for why Swale died: that the
exertion of his racing overtaxed a hidden heart defect.
Thus adaptation strategies appear to be a promising
method for guiding case adaptation. Unfortunately,
however, developing such strategies is a difficult problem requiring intimate knowledge of the domain and
the CBRsystem’s memory organization. The following sections suggest a methodfor learning such strateies automatically by (1) using knowledge planning
unter, 1990] to generate memorysearch plans, and
(2) storing those plans, associated with the abstract
adaptation rules that they operationalise, as new adaptation strategies for future use.

strategies apply, but the final section discusses someof
the issues involved in building mechanismsfor failuredriven refinement of existing adaptation strategies.
The proposed process for generating new adaptation
strategies involves four steps:
1. Input a case and a description of a problem to be
solved by adaptation.
2. Attempt to retrieve relevant existing adaptation
strategies.
If success, done no new strategy is
needed. If failure, retrieve a relevant abstract adaptation rule.
3. Use a knowledge planning process to generate memory search plans for the specific information needed
to apply the abstract rule.
4. Package the new search plan with the rule to form a
new adaptation strategy. Store the new strategy for
future use.
Figure 1 sketches the stages of this process and its relationship to failure-driven refinement of existing adaptation strategies.
An example
The following example illustrates
how the previous
steps could be applied to the problem of finding an action to substitute
for theimplausible hypothesis
that
Swale’sdeathwas causedby jogging.
We assumethat
thesystemstartswithonlyabstract
adaptation
rules
and simplememorysearchstrategies
basedon local
knowledge
of the system’s
memoryorganization.
The
result
ofitsprocessing
isbotha solution
forthecurrent
adaptation
problem--the
suggestion
thathorseracing
is a goodsubstitute
action--and
the learning
of an
adaptation
strategycorresponding
to SWALE’shandcoded strategy Replace action: Umeagent-theme linl~.
1. Input an explanation
and a description
of a
problem requiring
adaptation.
The explanation of Jim Fixx’s death applied to
Swale is input to the system, along with the problem
description agent-action mismatch for the hypothesis that Swale was jogging.
2. Attempt to retrieve
existing
adaptation
strategies
indexed as relevant to the problem
description.
If success, done. If failure,
retrieve abstract adaptation rules applicable to
the class of problem.
Initially
thesystemwouldhaveonlyabstract
adaptation
rules,so initially
thesearchforadaptation
strategies
wouldfail,forcing
thesystem
to start
from
an abstract
adaptation
rule.
Abstract
adaptation
rules such as substitute e~idence, remo~e e~idence, and add s~tpport are all
potentially applicable to repairing the hypothesis
that Swale was jogging. Consequently, a method is
needed for deciding which rule to attempt to apply. The case-based explanation
system CASEY

~H

Adaptation

strategy

learning

Because memorysearch procedures are the central part
of adaptation strategies, developing a system that can
learn adaptation strategies depends on building mechanisms for generating and learning the memorysearch
procedures they contain. Given those mechanisms,
an adaptation system can start with general memory search information and a small library of abstract
adaptation rules (since a small set of abstract rules
appears to cover a wide range of possible adaptations)
and operationalise the rules into adaptation strategies
by combining the rules with relevant memorysearch
procedures.
In the proposed framework, adaptation strategy
learning is need-driven, performed when no existing
adaptation strategies are applicable to a particular task
or when failures occur during search for information
needed for adaptation. This paper concentrates on the
method for generating new strategies when no previous
X A role theme represents stereotyped knowledgeabout
the plans and goals associated with actors in certain societa] roles. For example,a racehorseruns in races; a policemuperforms actions such u directing traffic and investigating crimes.
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Figure 1: Adaptation strategy learning within the case-based reasoning process.
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[Koton, 1988] includes somegeneral criteria for deciding which abstract rules to apply, and those criteria form a starting point for abstract strategy selection criteria. For this example, however, add suppor~
does not apply--no supports exist for a racehorse
jogglng--and remo~e eIJidence immediately results
in an explanation with insufficient support. This
leaves substitute
e~idence as the only remaining candidate.
3. Use a knowledge planning process to generate
memory search plans.
The system attempts to generate a memorysearch
plan to find evidence to substitute for "Swale jogging,= the problem antecedent in the candidate explanation.
(a) By analysing the current problem description
(action-agent
mismatch), the system generates a
knowledge goal [Hunter, 1990]: the goal to find
a new causal antecedent that can be substituted
to alleviate the current problem(i.e., to avoid the
agent-action mismatch), and to provide support
for the same part of the explanation that the iraplausible action initially supported. In the current
example, the knowledgegoal is to find a plausible
antecedent for Swale having a high exertion level.
(b) The knowledge goal is passed to the memory
search planner. Because the adaptation component will begin with only abstract adaptation
rules, it will initially need to generate a search
2plan from scratch.
For this example, suppose that the planner starts
its processing with the memorysearch rule to find
a plausible antecedent for an actor’s state, search
for a lJlausible action bl/ the actor that causesthat
state. ~ Applying the rule requires finding an action that causes exertion and is plausible for Swale
to have performed. To find an action that is plausible for Swale, other memorysearch rules must
be applied. A relevant rule is to find a plausible
action bT/ an actor, consider actions that the actor habitualli! does, which generates the sub-goal
of finding habitual actions. This can be done by
applying the rule to find habitual actions of an
actor, search for actions associated ~oith the actor’s role themes. This chain is operationalwit
involves directly-executable steps--so the search
plan is complete.
4. Package the search plan with the rule as a
new adaptation
strategy.
2 Oncea library of strategies is available, case-basedreasoningcould be applied to building memorysearch plans.
2Manyalternative memorysearch plans are possible
here, sad an important issue is developing search plans
sad criteria for selecting the plans to apply. Also, note
that the required memorysearch knowledgeincludes both
domain-independentand content-specific rules; we discuss
this knowledgefurther in part 2 of the followingsection.

The abstract rule substitute e~idence is combined
with the memory search plan developed above.
The result is equivalent to the adaptation strategy
Replace-action: Use agent theme links.
Thus, results of the process are both a solution to a
particular adaptation problem and a new adaptation
strategy that can be applied to a wide range of future
situations.
Directions
towards
adaptation
strategy
learning
Developing the proposed framework into a practical
model of adaptation strategy learning depends on developing new theories of how to reason about information needs and how to guide memorysearch. In particular, the framework depends on extending current
CBRmodels in five main ways:
1. De,eloping a ~ocabulary for characterizing information needs for case adaptation. Reasoning about how
to search memoryfor needed adaptation information
requires building a taxonomyof the types of information needs associated with particular adaptation
tasks. (In the explanation context, these must reflect
the constraints associated with abstract classes of
modifications such as substituting, adding, or specifying hypotheses in an explanation, as well as constraints associated with specific types of problems
that can arise in explanations with different types
of content). The effort to formulate this taxonomycan build on current research on characterizing reasoning failures (e.g., [Leake, 1992; Kass, 1990;
Birnbaumetal., 1990; Ramet al., 1992]).
2. Building a model of planful memorll search. Previous research has developed methods for flexible
memorytraversal through an index elaboration process [Kolodner, 1984]. We propose going further
in treating the search for adaptation knowledge as
a planning process in which needs for information
are represented as explicit goals to be achieved
through plans based on reasoning about the system’s information-seekin~ abilities [Hunter, 1990;
Pryor and Collins,
1991]. The planful memory
search framework requires the additional development of an internal model that the CBRsystem can
use to reason about its own processing [Birnbaum et
al., 1991]. In particular, a model is needed for the
system’s own memorysearch process.
Twotypes of knowledge are required for a suitable
memory model: (1) abstract domain-independent
knowledge about the structure of the memory(e.g.,
that abstractions of a concept can be obtained by
following abstraction links), and (2) content-specific
rules (e.g., that one way to find normative actions
of an actor is by searching for actions associated
with the actor’s role themes). Luckily, the task of
representing such information is facilitated because
memoryrules need only specify local relationships
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between concepts; more distant relationships can be
derived as needed using the knowledge planning proceas. In addition, because the memorymodel itself
can be task-independent, the resulting model should
be applicable to a wide range of tasks and contexts.
3. De~eloping methods for monitoring memorT/ 8e,rch.
This paper has only suggested the process for constructing new adaptation strategies from scratch.
However, because it controls memorysearch with
an explicit planning process that is accessible to
system reasoning,
the framework makes memory
search strategies themselves accessible to failuredriven plan repair methods (e.g., [Sussman, 1975;
Hammond,1989; Birnbaum et al., 1990]).
Although existing models of failure-driven plan repair should be readily applicable to this task, one
new issue that arises is how to detect the memory
search problems themselves. The issue here is one
of identifying and diagnosing failures of the system’s
owninternal processing (e.g., [Birnbaumet ,I., 1990;
Birnbsum etal., 1991J).
To be able to recognize failures of adaptation strategiea, the system must be able to detect memory
search failures such as:
¯ The search plan cannot be completed (e.g., due to
failure to find intermediate information).
¯ The search plan can be completed, but no specific
information is available (e.g., if the search leads
to a general class of objects for which no specific
instances are known).
¯ The search returns a result, but the result fails
to fit additional constraints (e.g., the search finds
a c~usal antecedent of a node in the explanation,
but that antecedent fails to fit because of inconsistenciea with the rest of the explanation).
¯ The cost of the search differs from predictions. If
criteria can be established for predicting the effort required to retrieve particular types of information, failures of those expectations can suggest
that existing adaptation strategies must be modified or newstrategies created.
4. Determining the [earning str,tegies ,ppropri,~te -for
different t~/pes of memoryse,rch failures: In order for an adaptation system to respond effectively
to current failures, classes of memorysearch failurea will need to be associated with strategies for
recovering from and learning to avoid similar failurea in the future (e.g., [Birnbaum et ,l., 1991;
Ramand Cox, 1993]).
5. Indexing ,nd retrie~,l o-f the ,d,pt,tion str,tegies
th,t ,re le,rned. Learned adaptation strategies must
be organized in memoryto be retrieved at appropriate times. The ideas on indexing adaptation strategies described in [Kass, 1990] provide a starting
point for addressing those memoryorganization issues and issues in adaptation strategy selection.
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Perspective
on other
learning adaptation

methods for
knowledge

Wenote that some previous systems have the capability for learning knowledgeuseful for guiding adaptation. For example, although CHEF[Hammond, 1989]
has a static library of domain-independent plan repair
strategies, it augments that library with learned in9redlent critics for suggesting adaptations appropriate to particular ingredients.
Likewise, PERSUADER
[Sycara, 1988] uses a combination of heuristics and
case-based reasoning to guide adaptation, searching
memoryfor similar prior adaptations to apply. In these
systems, however, the adaptation information learned
is quite domain and task specific--the cases learned
must be applied to future problems in the same domain and with very specific similarities.
The proposed
method makes it possible to learn the more general
adaptation information contained in adaptation strategies.

Conclusions
The flexibility of CBRsystems to deal with new situations depends on their ability to do case adaptation. However, developing appropriate case adaptation strategies is both a theoretical and practical problem. This paper suggests a means to address that problem. In the proposed model, adaptation strategies with
cross-domain applicability are built by (1) reasoning
about the information needed to adapt an explanation
(2) generating memorysearch plans for finding that information, and (3) packaging those plans as adaptation
strategies for future use.
The goal of the approach is for a CBRsystem to start
with only abstract adaptation rules and local knowledge about its memoryorganization, and then to build
and refine adaptation strategies appropriate to its current task and the specifics of its knowledgeand of the
problems that it addresses. The memorysearch plans
in new adaptation strategies mayreflect specifications
of the initial abstract memorysearch knowledge, showing how those abstract rules are combined to form effective search strategies for particular adaptation problems, even if those combinations of abstract rules may
not be effective under all circumstances.
Wenote that with this approach, adaptation strategies produced are accessible to refinement by both
success-driven and failure-driven learning processes.
Thus not only can new adaptation strategies be generated, but they can be refined in response to experience.
Although the framework has been illustrated
in the
context of adaptation for case-based explanation construction, its planful memorysearch process has wider
applicability. For example, abstract adaptation rules
of the type that our frameworkrequires as a starting
point have already been developed for case-based planning [Hammond,1989, pp. 135-136], and our method
could be applied to those abstract rules to learn adap-

tstion strategies for use in case-based planning.
In addition,
this method for reasoning about memory search and learning memory search strategies
has
potential applicability
far beyond the confines of case
adaptation.
The development
of an introspective
model of planful memory search would enable memory
systems to recover from memory search failures and to
improve their performance by generating,
re-using and
refining memory search strategies
in response to their
needs.
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